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September 1, 2022

Federal Election Commission (FEC)
Reports Analysis Division
1050 First Street, NE
Washington, DC 20463

Dear FEC Analyst,

On July 16, I received an email from the FEC that encouraged me to file a statement documenting that my campaign
committee has NOT met or exceeded the $5000 reporting threshold for money raised or spent that triggers the formal
reporting requirement.

My campaign committee has NOT met or exceeded this $5000 threshold, and I am submitting this letter as a statement to
this effect. Furthermore, I do not plan to meet or exceed this threshold over the entire course of the 2024 U.S.
Presidential Election, as I am not actively raising or spending money and I primarily campaign on Twitter (which is free
to use).

For examples of my Twitter campaign statements, please see the following links on the following topics:

My proposal to bulk negotiate ride share rates and offer reimbursement for enrollees in my Price Support for Labor
program that retire at least 20 work hours per week by selling those hours to the federal government, so such enrollees
do not need to own a car.
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1563276869666885633

My request to the South African government to consider Veronica Ehrenreich-Risner's proposal for democratizing
chieftaincy through voluntary rural-rural migration, in which she offers the following proposal: "Rather,  this  author
posits  that  funding  the  ability  of  rural  Africans  to  voluntarily  migrate between  chiefs  is  key  to  the
solution.  To  this  end,  the Department  of  Traditional  Affairs  (DTA) could  institute  a  grant  application
process  for  individual  rural  Africans  seeking  to  migrate between  chiefs.  The  application  would  need  to
identify  an  eligible  applicants  level  of  need, present  inkosi, and  preferred  destination  inkosi.  Such  a
grant  should  provide  funds  to  compensate the  applicant  for  improvements  to  the  current  land  upon  which
they  reside,  to  aid  in  the  cost  of moving,  and  to  give  an  economic  incentive  for  the  new inkosi  to
allocate  land  to  the  applicant. Also,  as  popular  chiefs  retain  more  and  more  adherents,  the  government
should  seek  to  apportion new  land  (where  possible)  to  those  chiefs  for  them  to  allocate  amongst  their
growing  base  of subjects,  thus  offsetting  the  land-use  impact  of  voluntary  rural-rural  migration.  Upon
offering such  incentives  to  the  destination  inkosi,  chiefs  would  compete  to  offer  better  services,  as  they
would  seek  to  grow  their  base  of  subjects, which  would  simultaneously  inculcate  a democratizing  element
into  chieftainship." See pages 27-28 of her paper at:
https_//scholar.googleusercontent.com/scholar?q=cache%3A7AMR3EB0XSkJ%3Ascholar.google.com%2F+veronica+ehren
reich-risner&hl=en
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1562835714714136580

My proposal to allow whole states to opt out of participating in my Price Support for Labor, such that individual
conservative states could proceed without Welfare or Social Security programs should they so desire, thus abating
tensions in those states deriving from anti-Welfare sentiment.
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1562131572437856258

My observation that the Senior Citizens' Freedom To Work Act Of 2000 removed the pre-existing Price Support aspect of
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the Social Security retirement pension program by eliminating earnings test that previously resulted in reductions in
benefits for Social Security recipients who had continued to earn income. I have proposed to in effect bring these
reductions back by reforming Social Security into my formal price Support for Labor program.
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1561765109877207040

My proposal to float arrays of highly reflective balloons to the troposphere (above the region where weather occurs) for
the purpose of reducing the amount of solar radiation that reaches the Earth's surface
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1558279844974145541

My observation that although President Trump railed against illegal immigrants receiving Welfare in his 2016 campaign,
his own Tax Reform that he enacted while in office allows the IRS to pay child tax credit to illegal immigrants who file
their taxes using a TIN.
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1553096895077027840
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1552091469602627584
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1551664240058019840

My observation that it makes no sense for  President Biden to tout environmental initiatives at the same time as he
seeks to dramatically expand the U.S population by paying parents to have an open-ended number of children via the child
Tax Credit, which will surely prove a huge drain on environmental resources.
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1549828500630122496

My proposal to transfer water from wetter states to drier states via the wetter states using electrolysis to convert
that water into hydrogen and the drier states buying that hydrogen for use as fuel, then saving the resulting waste
water produced during the usage of this hydrogen fuel.
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1548393946618798081
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1548379098820489217

My proposal for a nationwide 13th Amendment Right to Abortion when the pregnancy in question is a direct result of a
crime, thus ensuring women retain their right to choose in cases where they were never afforded an honest choice prior.
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1540875306742886400
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1540195535956475904

My proposal for Public Option Social Media that eliminates concerns about fake accounts and restrictions upon free
speech by providing each U.S. citizen with one account over their entire lifetime. While users could remain anonymous so
long as they choose to, voters could demand that candidates reveal their account identity as a condition for running for
office.
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1534924957934702593
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1534775219776155649
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1534767424339210240
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1534619823488962561
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1534285813717950464

My updates on my Supreme Court case # 21-7796, including the scheduling of a September 28th conference date and my
sharing of my Certificate of Mailing from serving my Supreme Court Notice of Docketing on respondent.
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1537878014653976576
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1533503006519328768
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1524728978178600962
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1523016467402297344
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1522186240660975616
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1521651089803661312
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https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1520085626346823680
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1518962419455856641
https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1517556063179972609

The Twitter links listed above have been widely archived using web.archive.org and archive.today (archive.ph).

Thank you for your inquiry on this matter. I ask that you please add this letter to the record of filings for Candidate
P00011395 and Committee C00703512. Also, please let me know if any further action is advised or required. I thank you in
advance for your efforts on my behalf.

Sincerely,

Ryan Stephen Ehrenreich, MBA   (Candidate ID P00011395)
Candidate for the Republican Party Nomination for the 2024 U.S. Presidential Election
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